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First English Colonies
Roanoke Island: The Lost Colony
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"The carte of all the coast of Virginia," by Theodor de Bry,
1590. The map is a depiction of the North Carolina coast, then
known as "Virginia", in 1585. Call no. FVCC970.1 H28w, North
Carolina Collection, UNC-Chapel Hill. Presented online at
NCMaps.
[4]Related entry: Lost Colony play [5]
The Roanoke colonies, the result of three attempts at colonization on the eastern shores of what would become North
Carolina, laid the foundation for later English colonization initiatives. In April of 1584, explorers Phillip Amadas and Arthur
Barlowe [6] set out from England to survey the coast nearCape Hatteras [7]. In the course of their expedition, they
encountered few obstacles and their positive report prompted Sir Walter Raleigh [8] to establish a colony in the New World.
In 1585, Sir Richard Grenville [9], Raleigh’s cousin, sent seven ships loaded with colonists and provisions to establish a
colony on Roanoke Island. Although the settlement survived, poor relations with the natives and food shortages constantly
plagued the colony.
After English supply ships failed to reachRoanoke Island [10], the colonists returned to England, and in the process missed
the arrival of a re-supply ship. The ship’s crew found the colony deserted and left fifteen men at the site to await their
return. They never did, and eventually the men returned to England. Two years later, Grenville sent another colonial
expedition of 150 men, led by artist John White [11]. The third colony, choosing the same location their predecessors had
abandoned, saw improved relations with natives and the 1587 birth of Virginia Dare [12], the first child born to English
parents in the New World. Soon after Dare’s birth, White returned to London to secure more provisions for his fledgling
colony, only to return three years later to find the colony abandoned, with no trace of inhabitants and most structures
destroyed. The vanquished settlement is often referred to as the “Lost Colony,” a story retold each summer on Roanoke
Island in Paul Green’s outdoor drama [13].
Although the first English colonies were unsuccessful, the attempts brought attention to the dangers inherent in creating a
new society in a foreign world, and laid a course for future colonists.
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